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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Vulnerability is the essential reason of security and dependability, which
has become a serious problem for Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) while
a lot of additional vulnerabilities are brought out by interactions among
nodes and even more than inherent ones. A vulnerability diffusion model
for WSN is proposed in this paper. Compared to current vulnerability
diffusion model, we take the characteristic of heterogeneous of
vulnerability diffusion into consideration, that is, the vulnerability
diffusion between clusters is not the same as in a single cluster. Inspired
by epidemiological model, we use the characteristics of static hierarchy of
Bio-PEPA, a process algebra for the analysis of biological systems, to
describe vulnerability diffusion in different scenes, including vulnerability
diffusion in single cluster, vulnerability diffusion in multi-cluster without
migration or with migration. The experimental results show that the
vulnerability diffusion can be reduced by enhancing the recovery
capability and decreasing the rate of vulnerability migration between
clusters. Our works provide an insight into the nature of vulnerability
propagation, and is useful to improve the security of WSN.
 2013 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA

INTRODUCTION
For Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), vulnerability is the underlying causes that harm to security and
reliability[1]. Recently, a lot of studies have pointed
that more and more additional vulnerabilities are brought
out by connections between nodes, even more than inherent ones. Vulnerability propagation has become a
serious problem.
In WSNs, nodes usually need to cooperate with
each other to accomplish tasks together, such as trans-

WSN;
Bio-PEPA;
Vulnerability analysis;
Vulnerability diffusion.

mitting or collecting information. If there only a single
cluster, the interaction between nodes has a strong randomness and the kind of vulnerability diffusion can be
seemed as homogeneous medium, which is just as current studies. For example, De[2] studied the vulnerability diffusion problems of multi-hop broadcast protocol
in the WSN, and discussed the impacts from sojourn
time, connectivity, recoverability with spy software.
But, the nodes of WSN are usually organized by
cluster, the probability of connection between two nodes
in different clusters is usually unequal with them in the
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same cluster. Thus the vulnerability diffusion is generally heterogeneous on the entire system. Meanwhile,
with the advances in mobile computing technology, there
are more and more mobile nodes are brought into WSN
and they join/ quit a cluster freely, which also play an
important role to propagate vulnerability. So far, the
above factors have not been considered in current vulnerability diffusion models in[2, 3]. Besides, as the scale
of systems increasing, or even thousands of nodes, traditional methods such as state transition diagram, colored Petri nets facing serious problem of state space
explosion[4]. For the shortcomings of existing models,
we will study the vulnerability diffusion in and between
clusters, as well as vulnerability migration between clusters while compromised nodes move to another clusters.
Inspired by epidemiological model, Bio-PEPA (Bio
Performance evaluation algebra)[5], a formal language
for biological systems is used to describe and analyze
the diffusion processes of vulnerability in WSNs. The
paper is organized as follows. At first, Bio-PEPA is simply introduced in section 2, and the vulnerability diffusion of WSN is modeled in section 3, and section 4
shows the experiment results of vulnerability diffusion,
and we give a conclusion in section 5 at last.
Bio-PEPA
Bio-PEPA is a new formal language, which is born
from biological networks and Performance Evaluation
Process Algebra(PEPA). For the characteristics of static
hierarchy[5], it is possible for Bio-PEPA to describe a
series of separate location, and thus is suitable for the
description of vulnerability diffusion between different
clusters. At the same time, Bio-PEPA can be converted
to Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs), simplifying
the process of solving large-scale computing systems
composed by a large number of components.
The basic elements of Bio-PEPA includes two kinds,
namely specie component S and model component P,
the former is used to describe the behaviors of each
species, and the latter is used to describe the initialization and interaction between species. The semantics of
Bio-PEPA can be simplified as followings[5, 6].
S :: (, k )  S | (, k )  S | (, (k 1 , k 2 )) |S| S  S
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P :: P  P | S( x )

(2)

G

Where the meaning of the each expression is defined
as:
1)  represents an action type and its function rate is
k.
2) There are three operation types, op=“!|‘!|™”, representing the role of component S in a reaction. Specifically, “! is used to indicate a reactant, ‘! a product, ™” a modifier.
3) Because there are not chemical or biological reactions in this paper, according to the literature[6],
we gives a new meaning of reaction, refers to the
interaction between the nodes, or status changes.
For a reaction, this paper allows the presence of
non-simplest reaction, that is, A+B ®A+C or A+B
®2A. There are one basic types of k , Mass-Action. While there is a non-simplest reaction,
( , ( k1 , k 2 )) ™” is used to represents changes of k,
and k1, k2 are respectively coefficient of species
before and after the reaction. In this case, k=k2-k1.
A point worth noting is that, the formula ( , k ) op S
is omitted as  op S while k=1.
4) The operation + represents the choice between activities.
5) A def S defines a constant.
6) The compartment L are static hierarchy, which allows us to represent most of the features of diffusion between different clusters. C@L represents
the components C in position L. When only one
location, L can be omitted. And in this paper, there
is only one kind of compartment, which is called
cluster.
7) The operation  represents cooperation between
activities, in which G is the set of activities synchronized in the process of cooperation. If 
is writ*
ten, it means all the activities involved is needed to
synchronize.
8) In S(x), x”N+ represents the population of species
at initial time.
For the solution of Bio-PEPA, we can exploit different kinds of analysis methods, including
CTMC(continuous time Markov chain), Gillespie simulation and ODEs[5]. When a system has a large scale,
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the CTMC derived from Bio-PEPA will face a state
space explosion problem, and Gillespie simulation takes
a long time to run, so we choose ODEs method in this
paper.
Due to the constraints of paper length, one can refers to[6] for more details of syntax and operational
semantics.
VULNERABILITY DIFFUSION
MODELS OF WSN

According to the diffusion theory of vulnerability, vulnerability caused by connection spreads only between
H and U, or H and I, without regard to the diffusion
between U and I that not effecting on the results.
Under the above conditions, we will research the
diffusion process of vulnerability at a fixed initial vulnerabilities in the time interval [0, T), 0  T   .
Vulnerability diffusion in single cluster (VDS)

The model of VDS
Firstly, considering the simplest case that vulnerability
diffusion happens only within a single cluster.
There are many causes that may leads to vulnerabilities of WSN, including bugs, spy-ware and mali- Dropped the details, vulnerability diffusion within a single
cious software. Recently, in addition to inherent vulner- cluster can be summarized as the following nine rules.
abilities, more and more vulnerabilities break out for [Interactions1]:
interconnected and unreasonable trust relationship[8]. (1) <connection1> H+U 2U
H is infected by U with connections.
Comparing to inherent vulnerabilities, vulnerability diffusion depending on the links between nodes follows (2) <connection2> H+I U+I
H is infected by I with connections.
with good mathematical statistical laws[4]. And instead
of discussing the generating process of vulnerabilities, (3) <discovery>U I
U is discovered by header or base station and
we mainly considers on diffusion process of weak points
converted to I.
in this paper. Understanding of the laws of vulnerability
diffusion will help to prevent the propagation of vulner- (4) <fail1>U F
U fails or has an error.
ability, increasing system security at a low cost.
In order to study the problem simply, for a certain (5) <fail2>I F
I fails or has an error.
node, we only focus on whether it has vulnerability, with(6)
<recovery1>U
R
out paying attention to the number of vulnerabilities it
U is repairedÿ
has. Learning from software vulnerabilities state model
[7]
and the classic Epidemic Model SIR , the nodes in (7) <recovery2>I R
I is repairedÿ
WSN can be classified into the following five types:
Healthful (H): The nodes does not contain known (8) <recovery3>F R
F is repairedÿ
vulnerabilities, but they may be infected while connect(9) <insecure>RH
ing with the VE and VS;
Since there may still be other defects, R may transUndisclosed(U): The nodes contain known vulnerabilities, but these vulnerabilities have not been de- form to H.
For the rule of <connection1> and <connection2>,
tected.
nodes
become vulnerability while connecting to another
Infected(I): The nodes have been. discovered to
vulnerability node. And for the invisibility nature of vulcontain known vulnerabilities.
Failed(F): Vulnerabilities have not been repaired nerability diffusion, the node infected is thought to evolve
to state U firstly, and U can be converted into I actimely, leading to a failure of node.
Recovery(R): Recovered nodes. Repair methods cording to <discovery>.
For the rule of <insecure>, some vulnerabilities have
may include simple disconnection, denial of service, as
well as more effective approaches such as online up- not been completely repaired such as by interrupting
connections; and other vulnerabilities such as security
grading, patching, reconfiguration, etc..
Denoting state set S  {H ,U , I , F , R} , where vulnerable flaws of protocols can not be resolved locally. So nodes
nodes constitute vulnerability state set SV  {U , I , F } . may still have some underlying defects, and some R will
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be reconverted to H again.
Then we model the process of vulnerability diffusion in a single cluster by bio-PEPA. Denoting the actions set of interaction or connection as Interactions1={
<connection1>, <connection2>, <discovery>, <fail1>,
<fail2>, <recovery1>, <recovery2>, <recovery3>,
<insecure>}. For each reaction, the function rate is
denoted as r ,  Interactions1 . In this section, we dose
not considered nodes joined or deleted, that is, the total number of nodes is fixed in a certain period of time,
and is denoted by nmax. At time t, the number of
H ,U , I , F , R are separately denoted by nH, nU, nI, nF, nR
According to the Mass-Action rule of stoichiometric
coefficient, the functional rates of reactions are defined
as,
fconnection1 = rconnection1 * n H * n U ÿ
fconnection 2 = rconnection 2 * n H * n I ÿ
fdis cov ery = rdis cov ery * n U ÿ

f fail 1 = rfail 1 * n U ÿ f fail 2 = rfail 2 * n I ÿ
fr e cov ery 1 = rre cov ery 1 * n E ÿ fr e cov ery 2 = rre cov ery 2 * n S ÿ
fr e cov ery 3 = rre cov ery 3 * n F ÿ fin sec ure = rin sec ure * n R .

Assuming the maximum number of components in
a cluster nmax is NM, and there is only one location L1,
and without taking the correlationship between diffusion into account, let step-size = 1, thus various types
of components can be described by bio-PEPA.

A case study
In this sub-section, a simple case is chosen to analyze the VDS model. We set the number of nodes to
300 in the experiment, that is Nmax=300, the initial vector of each components to X0=(270, 20, 10, 0, 0).
For the value of parameters, consider the most common scenario of random unicast, the connection probability between any two nodes are 1/N[4], but the nodes
compromised may be infected with spywares or worms,
so the components of I infected within a cluster may
initiate to scan or connect, which means a higher connection probability. According to the test of vulnerability diffusion in paper[4], the probability of I connecting
with other species to increase by 10 times, rconnection2
=10*1/N. In following experiments, we will consider
the tested system with the lower and higher level of
recoverability separately. Given that while there a week
recovery capability, rrecovery1= rrecovery2= 1*10-3; and
while having a strong capability of recover, let rrecovery1=
1.0, but not all component of U can be recovered for
its implicit characteristic, let rrecovery2= 0.7. All other parameters’ values are shown in TABLE 1. To improve
the efficiency of solution, we use a tool called Eclipse
Bio-PEPA Plug-in developed by the University of
Edinburgh to help to solve ODEs[8].
TABLE 1 : The initial values of Parameters

Parameters
rdiscovery

Set X0=( N 0 , N 0 , N 0 , N 0 , N R0 ) to be an initial vector at the
beginning timeÿthen the process of VDS is modeled
as,
H[ N H0 ] 
U[ NU0 ] 
I[ N I0 ]F[]R[]
*
*
H

U

I

F
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value

Parameters

value

0.5

rrecovery3

1.0

rfail1

5*10-2

rinsecure

0.9

rfail2

1*10-2

While the system has a week recoverability and
other parameters are set as in TABLE 1, the population of components changes with time just as in Figure
1. Seen from Figure1, at first, the components of H
begin to become U and I. And after an interval of time,
U are discovered or exploited to evolve to the components of I. At last, for a weak recoverability of WSN,
only a small part of I be recovered and most of the
nodes become vulnerability.
Next, we consider a strong recoverability of WSN
while other parameters are set as TABLE 1 too. The
population of components in this scene is shown in Fig-
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Figure 1 : The population of components while having week
recoverability

Figure 3 : The population of components while rconnection2 is
reset to be 3.3*10-2

ure 2. At the beginning, the number of U and I increases,
and then most of them are detected and finally recovered to the component of R due to system upgraded,
bug fixed or other repair methods. At the same time, a
part of H is not infected for the existence of strong recoverability. Overall, with the growth of recoverability,
vulnerability has been effectively limited to a smaller
range.

In order to test our method, the above three scenes
is simulated by the algorithm of Gillespie too, and the
population of each component shows that this two kinds
of method is generally the same. But due to the constraints of paper length, we omit these pictures.

Figure 2 : The population of components while having strong
recoverability

Base on the hypothesis of strong recoverability, assuming connection probability of both U and I with other
components increase to 10*1/N, and other parameters
stay at the same. At this scene, the population of components is shown in Figure3. At first the number of U
and I significantly increases, and maximum number of
components of U and I becomes larger than that of
Figure 2, which means expanding the range of vulnerability diffusion. Since the existence of strong recoverability to repair the components of U and I, the number
of U and I returns to a lower level again. Thus, frequent
interactions and cooperations among nodes in a cluster
can increase the diffusion of vulnerability.

Vulnerability diffusion in multi-cluster
Vulnerability diffusion in multi-cluster without migration (VDM)
When a cluster composed of fixed nodes entirely
or nodes do not switch between multiple clusters, it is
thought to be not existence of node migration. In generally, we choose an example of three clusters to explain the process of VDM for simplicity, called L1, L2
and L3. In this paper, we primarily focus on the impact
from multi-cluster on vulnerability diffusion and keep
the other parameters the same for all clusters, Thus all
kinds of rate of activity in all the three clusters is set to
be same, which is helpful to simplify the problem. The
vulnerability diffusion between clusters also happens
between H and U or between U and I. Except for the
same regulars as VDS, there are also two other extra
rules for VDM.
[Interactions2]: p, q”{L1, L2, L3}, q‘“p.
<link1pq>
H@ p+U@ q U@ p+ U@q;
<link2pq>
H@p+I@q U@p+ I@q;
As the assumption that each cluster is the same, the
coefficients of diffusion reaction between clusters are
also same, which can be computed by the rule of massaction,
f link1 pq = rlink1 pq * n H @ p * nU @ q ÿ
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f link 2 pq = rlink 2 pq * nH @ p * nI @ q

The connection probability between clusters is a
ratio of rconnection1 , and is recorded as link_ratio”[0,
1]ÿthen the coefficients of diffusion reaction between
clusters are defined as rlink1 pq =link_ratio* ÿ=
link_ratio*ÿp, q”{L1, L2, L3}, q‘“p.
Vulnerability diffusion in multi-cluster with migration (VDMM)
If there are mobile nodes in a cluster, the vulnerability may be spreaded by migration of node. At this
scene, Vulnerability Diffusion in Multi-Cluster with Migration is called as VDMM.
In this part, we also divide the system into 3 clusters, separately L1, L2 and L3, and the migration rate
of nodes in all the three clusters is treated as the same
to simplify the problem. Based on the model in subsection 3.2.1, relationship of components in model
VDMM can be describe in Figure 4.

vulnerability diffusion for VDMM.
[Interactions3]:
Let p, q”{L1, L2, L3}, p‘“q, specie
<migration>
specie@p specie@q;
The coefficient of migration between clusters are defined as,
=migration_rate *, where i”{L1, L2, L3}.
Then the model of VDMM is given.
Setting the maximum number of components in cluster
k to be , in the time interval [0, T), , the process of
vulnerability diffusion is modeled by Bio-PEPA as followings.

In the model, while there are no connection or migration between two clusters, let the corresponding coefficient to be zero. Then in location k, the initial number of species A is <, vulnerability diffusion driven by a
certain initial vulnerabilities can be modeled as
Figure 4 : The relationship of components in the model of
VDMM

Assuming all the nodes can move to other clusters
at a certain ratio, and the proportion of migrated nodes
with the total is migration_rate”[0, 1]. The migration can be described by bio-PEPA as
(mij , specie[ location _ ilocation _ j ] , (1,1)) . Then we add a new rule to
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nodes is still set to be 300, each cluster has 100 components, and the connection probability of connection
within cluster is also same. And assuming in the initial
time L1 has the component of U and I, and other locations only have the component of H, which means that
only L1 is vulnerability. The initial number of component is =20, =10, =70, = =100ÿand the remaining value
is 0.
(1) Analysis of VDM
Firstly, for comparison with VDS, considering a
weak recoverability of WSN, the rest parameters’ values ars as the same as that of Figure 1. The population
of component U and I is shown in Figure 5(a) and (b)
separately while link_rate = 1/100 and link_rate = 1/
10. Seen from the figures, the time used to reach the
maximum number of both U and I at location L1 is
always earlier that that of at L2. Likewise, when we
enlarge link_rate, the time needed to reach a peak
become shorter in Figure 5(b), and because of the limit
of paper length, we don’t give extra figures. This phenomenon indicates that enhancing the link_rate will
accelerate the diffusion, in other words, reducing the
connection probability will decrease the vulnerability
diffusion.

(a)

Figure 6 shows the population of U* and I* which
includes all the components of U and I in all three clusters, while link_rate=1/10. Seen from the Figure 6,
VDM needs more time to arrive at the same level than
VDS. But when reach a steady state, the population of
each species in multi-cluster is almost as same as that
of a single cluster. So while the recoverability is weak,
there is not much difference in diffusion scale between
VDM and VDS.

Figure 6 : The comparison between VDS (fixed line) and
VDM (‘+’ line) while having a weak recoverability

Secondly, while every cluster has a strong recoverability, we still set link_rate=1/10. At this scene, the
population of U and I in L2 is shown in Figure 7. Comparing with Figure 5(b), the population of both U and I
are significantly decrease. Furthermore, the results of
Figure 8 show the comparison of the population of U*
(or I*) in multi-cluster with a single cluster, and we can
find that the number of U and I in VDM are significantly less than that of VDS when reach a steady state
at last. The phenomenon tells us a fact that dividing WSN
system into multi-cluster is helpful to limit the diffusion
of vulnerability while the clusters have strong recover-

(b)

Figure 5 : The population of U and I in a cluster while (a)
link_rate=1/100 and (b) link_rate=1/10

Figure 7 : The population of U and I in L2 while having a
strong recoverability
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ability. The law behind the phenomenon is also easy to
understand, that is, the probability of repairing weak
points in clusters become larger with the increase of
recoverability. It means that vulnerability spread to other
clusters with a lower probability, slowing down vulnerability diffusion indirectly.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8 : The comparison between VDS (fixed line) and
VDM (‘+’ line) while having a strong recoverability

For the broadly existence of recovery methods such
as software upgrading, patching and antivirus, the approach of suppressing vulnerability diffusion in multicluster is easily exploited, which has the same effect
with dividing into logic sub-network used in practice.
(2) Analysis of VDMM
At first, the clusters are set to be of a weak recoverability, and other parameters are as the same as that
in Figure 5(b). In Figure 9(a) and (b), the population of
U and I is shown separately while migration_rate= 1/
100 and 1/2. Seen from the figure, with the increase of
migration_rate, the diffusion of vulnerability accelerates. And when migration_rate increase to 1/2, the
population of U (or I ) in L2 are essentially coincident
with that of L1, which indicates that migration of nodes
accelerates the diffusion of vulnerability.
Next, while the system has a strong recoverability,
the population of U and I is shown in Figure 10(a) and
(b) separately while migration_rate=1/100 and 1/2
to compare with Figure 9. The trends also tell us the
same conclusion that the increase of migration_rate
accelerates the diffusion of vulnerability. For example,
as the population of U and I arrive at the same level in
all the three clusters, the cost of time is 12 units (seconds) while migration_rate =1/100, but less than 5
units (seconds) while migration_rate =1/2
Figure 11 shows the impacts from nodes migration
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Figure 9 : The population of U and I VDMM has a weak
recoverability with (a) migration_rate=1/100 and (b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 10 : The population of U and I while VDMM has a
strong recoverability with (a) migration_rate=1/100 and (b)
migration_rate=1/2 seperately

on the vulnerability diffusion when WSN is capable of
strong recoverability. In Figure 11(a), the population of
U and I in L2 is shown, and the extreme values of curves
tell us that the maximum number of U and I is increased
for VDMM. In other words, the migration of nodes
expands the maximum scale of vulnerability. And in Fig-
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ure 11 (b), the population of U* and I* in the whole 3) The speed of vulnerability diffusion will be accelersystem indicate a same result. But we also need to note
ated as nodes migrating between clusters freely, and
that the final scale of vulnerability diffusion is not differthey are a positive relationship.
ent between VDM and VDMM after arriving a steady
state at last, while the strong recoverability works.
RELATED WORKS

(

(a)

(

(b)

Figure 11 : (a) the population of U and I in a cluster, and (b)
the population of U* and I* in the whole system for both VDM
and VDMM

It must be noted that for a certain parameter, in the
most scenes only two or three values are given to explain the impacts from it on vulnerability diffusion, but in
fact we use more different values to verify the trend,
and we don’t give extra figures just because of the limit
of paper length.
Through the analysis of the above three cases, it is
not difficult to find that our model can simulate the trend
of vulnerability diffusion for WSN with multi-cluster reasonably, generally consistent with reality. And the following conclusions can be drawn.
1) Dividing WSN system into multi-cluster is helpful
to limit the diffusion of vulnerability while the clusters have strong recoverability.
2) Reducing the connection between clusters will decrease the vulnerability diffusion, and the less connections between clusters, the more apparent this
phenomenon.

And many researches has been done for analysis
of vulnerability. At present, more and more studies show
that vulnerabilities brought out by connections between
nodes are even more than inherent ones. And the kind
of vulnerabilities caused by connections grows explosively and becomes the majority.
Many scholars have devoted their attentions to research the law of vulnerability evolution and vulnerability propagation to predict vulnerability diffusion and
provide the basis for recovery. A. Ozment[9] from University of Cambridge analyzed the history data of
OpenBSD in the past 8 years to study the evolution of
vulnerability. S. Neuhaus[10] summarized and classified
the vulnerabilities of Mozilla to predict outbreak of security events. For diffusion of data error, Hiller[3] discussed diffusion behaviors between associated software
modules, and proposed a method of setting checkpoint
and recovery point. In the field of WSN, De[2] studied
the vulnerability diffusion problems of multi-hop broadcast protocol, and discussed the impacts from sojourn
time, connectivity, recoverability with spy software, but
he don’t take notice of the characteristic of heterogeneous in the process of vulnerability diffusion.
But the vulnerability diffusion between clusters in
WSN is not homogeneous, because the probability of
connection between nodes within or without a cluster is
usually different, and the mobile nodes also accelerate
the spread of vulnerability diffusion. So that we build a
vulnerability diffusion model to simulate the characteristic of heterogeneous for vulnerability diffusion. Beside, when the system contains thousands of nodes, traditional CTMC or DTMC methods is hard to solve
because of a very big state space. To overcome the
shortcoming of state space explosion, we use Bio-PEPA
to convert into ODEs in this paper.
CONCLUSION
A vulnerability diffusion model for WSN by BioPEPA is proposed inspired by epidemiological model
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in this paper. With respect to the characteristic of heterogeneous in the process of vulnerability diffusion, we
take the multi-cluster, recoverability and migration of
nodes into count to model vulnerability diffusion in three
steps. At first, a VDS model is built to describe vulnerability diffusion in a single cluster just as traditional
model, which is a basis for comparison. Then the model
of VDM and VDMM are separately built to analyze
vulnerability diffusion with or without migration of nodes,
compared with VDS. The experiment results shown
that enhancing recoverability of cluster, decreasing the
connection rate between cluster and preventing the migration of node is useful to reduce vulnerability of WSN.
It is needed to point that though there are only three
clusters in the cases, the model proposed is also suitable for a finite number of clusters. In addition, our
method can be used in large-scale systems without a
problem of state space explosion.
In further study, we hope to build a vulnerability
diffusion model with nodes added randomly.
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